Delayed responses to electrical stimuli reflect C-fiber responsiveness in human microneurography.
The slowing of impulse conduction during the relative refractory period has often been used to assess activation of C-fibers, in particular, in human microneurography. This study aimed to evaluate the sensitivity of this method and the factors affecting it. Thirty cutaneous C-fibers were recorded from the peroneal nerves of healthy human subjects. Intracutaneous electrical stimulation in the receptive field at 4 s intervals, after some minutes of adaptation, induced spike discharges at constant latency. One or more conditioning stimulus pulses were interpolated at different intervals and the increase in latency after the subsequent regular pulse was assessed. The latency shift was found to depend on the number of interposed pulses, on the time interval between conditioning and conditioned stimulus, and on the conduction velocity of the C-unit. The increase in latency was larger with greater distance between stimulating and recording electrodes, indicating a contribution of the conductile membrane over its whole length. On the other hand, slowing was more pronounced, on average, in slower conducting C-units and conduction velocities were slower when recordings were performed more distally. These findings indicate that the slower terminal nerve branches contribute most to the latency increases. Even a single additional spike in between two regular pulses caused a reliable latency shift of 1.2 +/- 0.2 ms (mean +/- SEM) and additional pulses lead to an approximately linear latency increase (2 pulses: 2.3 +/- 0.3 ms; 4 pulses: 5.9 +/- 0.7 ms). In contrast to the number of interposed stimuli, different intervals between interposed and regular stimuli had only a minor impact on the latency shifts.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)